The great pesticide debate rages on. Articles by Tony Howorth, David Stansfield and Neil Baldwin in the December issue of Greenkeeper International all raised questions about the future of our industry.

It seems to me that a great deal of the argument hinges around the statement that "It is better to use an effective product once, under controlled conditions, than one with reduced longevity many times." This sounds eminently sensible but what is really being said? Firstly, is it not naive to talk about "controlled conditions"? This implies:

1. We are all perfect and accidents never happen;
2. The proper application of the product is all there is to it. What about manufacture, waste products, transport, storage and handling?
3. That once down we can forget about it. What about long-term effects on the soil micro-organism population, the ground water and ultimately the wider environment?

Secondly, as David Stansfield pointed out, if a chemical is to be effective over a long period it must be persistent in the soil. This persistence increases the hazard greatly. As a result of applying lead arsenate today, its effects on the ground water would not be seen for many years. Less persistent chemicals reach the ground water much quicker and are therefore more easily traced, monitored and assessed.

The effects of less persistent chemicals are also more selective as they lose their efficacy as they travel down through the soil profile. This can be beneficial in retaining some of the more helpful soil organisms.

When assessing the use of any chemical under COSHH we must consider the RISK and the HAZARD. There is certainly a greater risk of accident and contamination with spraying ten times as opposed to once but what about the hazard? Would you rather fall off your mower ten times or out of an aeroplane once? You would not have long to contemplate which is the most hazardous.

As part of the legislation under Health and Safety scientists are employed to do specific objective tests and decide whether a chemical is safe to use in a given situation. It is of no consequence to them if removing that chemical poses serious problems for the manufacturer or end user, and rightly so. Imagine if this decision was left to the horticulturalists or the trade, a recipe for self-interest disaster. We are always complaining that golfers keep trying to tell us our job but it seems that we think we know better than trained scientists who carry out the tests.

It is very weak and short-sighted of us as greenkeepers to support Health and Safety legislation which improves our work environment and enriches our lives and then to criticise the removal of products which are deemed to be dangerous because it is inconvenient. To be perfectly frank, I am not at all sure what all the fuss is about. I am told by the people who know best that the current products are safer than the old ones. It costs our club 0.5 per cent of its annual expenditure to monitor ad assess.
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Chemical companies have a right to make a living and I am very pleased that they are now doing so by producing less hazardous chemicals under tighter regulation of the manufacturing process. The alternative is for them to go on producing the old long-term cures which are not sustainable in a modern day free market which requires growth. To compete against cheap labour regimes abroad, British companies need new markets in high-tech areas. The control of pollution has provided such markets. We must generate wealth and growth to improve our standard of living and be leaders in the field of a cleaner and better future. If we stand still we will be swallowed up by the "Made in Taiwan" phenomenon.

What if legislation got so tight all pesticides were withdrawn? David Stansfield reported that this already is the case in other European countries, without any insurmountable result. I think the thought of no pesticides should not frighten greenkeepers and indeed they should welcome it. With no chemicals, only those following sound cultural practices in pursuit of true British gorse/bent courses would survive. At present, high fertiliser, heavy watering regimes producing lush meadow-grass greens are being maintained by heavy use of blanket fungicides.

No greenkeeper, including myself, could afford to adopt a unilateral policy of never using pesticides. The initial deterioration in his course, and his course alone, would lose him his job. However, if all courses were in the same boat then the long-term result of Fax annua free courses should be welcomed by all managers who believe in a return to golf played as it should be on fine-leaved species only.

The withdrawal of all pesticides would have other benefits in that the growing mound of paperwork and the constant headache of keeping abreast of current legislation would be greatly reduced. The environment for golfers, employees and the public would be much improved. The removal to cultural controls would mean more jobs for greenkeepers. It is true that chemical companies would lose market and would probably need to shed some staff but I am convinced there would be a nett gain in employment which is good news for our thousands of young unemployed.

The removal of chemicals would leave a large gap in the market for entrepreneurs with innovative cultural control ideas. This too would create new areas for employment. All of these side benefits on top of the forced return to sound greenkeeping practices make the withdrawal of all pesticides an attractive proposal.

In the meantime, use of less toxic materials demands higher standards of management and so educated managers are what we need most. Thankfully BIGGA has made this its top priority over the past five years and I am sure we will reap the benefit by the sensible use of less persistent chemicals in an integrated management system.

In the mid to late 60s, greenkeeping lost its way with the introduction of heavy fertilising, misused automatic irrigation and cure-all pesticides. Those of us who have fought long and hard against the first two heresies should add their weight against the third because it is now the only thing propping these up.
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